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About This Game

Eyes always open, no matter day and time. Find those enchanted objects and restore the world.

Gameplay:
Within this virtual magic land, there is no lead. You need to switch between day and night and quickly spot the difference

among those objects. Those naughty little ghosts are playing pranks on you, GO catch them!

Features：
1.Amazing VR experience, imaginative storyline, and characters, superb graphics!

2.Story Mode: Enjoy 10 incredible themes
3.Survival Mode: Spices things up! Offering an “endless” experience to challenge your observation which continues as long as

you keep finding the difference soon enough.
4.Put your power of observation and switch on your picture memory, waved your wizardry to freeze the different objects

between day and night.
5.Over thousands of variable elements and even more are keeping coming out.

6.Game scenes are generated dynamically. It's a new experience every time you play the game. This game is playable with
abundant contents.

7.Compete with friends,challenge the world’s ranking list with tens of thousands of gamers.
8.With Steam achievement and cards trading.

9.A VR-Only game! Full support for both HTC VIVE and Oculus Rift.
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Title: No Clue VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Elknight
Publisher:
Elknight
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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TAKE MY MONEY NOW!!!!. this is so gruesome and dark
i love it so much

I've been passionate about alchemy since a very young age cause of FullMetal Alchemist and when I heard of this game I was
like "Why isnt it on my library yet?" And you should ask yourself that too cause this is a very badass game , and if you like gore
, mystery and a 11/10 story , you've come to the right place .

Thought I gotta tell you , this is that type of a game where it's all about that gRIIIINNNDDD , and it might take you a while to
finish it, tho trust me , it's all worth it .

All I am worried about is the fact that once I finish it I wont intend to play it again cause of how long it takes to finish it :<
Oh and did I forget to tell you that  when you kill your daughters , they make sounds and you can legit hear them getting killed  ,
I love it lol .. A lot of fun, and an external mixer is not compulsory! Perfect for trying out mixing before doing larger
investments to REAL MACHINES :-). Having read that this was a remake of a very old game, and having played a lot of games
as a kid on a Commodore 64, I was excited for a good bit of nostalgia. The C64 sported these amazing specs:

1 MHz CPU!
64 kB of RAM!
320x200 pixel 16-color monitor!

It was such an incredible machine back then, and just as incredible now, but for different reasons.

I got the retro feel I was looking for. It's a good remake, in the sense of improving the graphics. If anything, they should not be
so good, if they were to really emulate the look of a C64 game. Do an image search. Top of the line gaming fun back then. It's
also hard and fast, like the arcade games which followed.

1920x1080 resolution works just fine on my PC, in both full screen and windowed mode (Core 2 Duo, 8 GB RAM, AMD HD
5750, Win 7).

Pester is fun shmup throwback experience that falls somewhere between simple early game consoles and rage-quit hard arcade
games. Best eight bits I've spent in a long time.. I enjoyed the content but the client that Steam boots up is broken. It\u2019s
links don\u2019t work, for me only episodes 1 and 2 would load up. The others I had to rummage through the files to find,
which wasn\u2019t ideal but it\u2019s better than nothing.

For anyone that might not know how to do that, go to the directory which you downloaded the game in, go to SteamLibrary >
steamapps > common > SuperGameJam > content > films and then navigate from there.

I would down vote due to the actual product being broken, but I\u2019m going to go off of the actual content, which I enjoyed.

I liked the concept of bringing two indie developers together at one of their houses and spending the next 48 hours making a
game based on a theme that the previous pair had suggested. Five episodes in total, It was cool to see them work together, mind
map all their ideas and throw together a unique little game with such little time. It was also interesting to see the chemistry
between each pair. Some got on really well, others didn\u2019t seem to as much. I actually really liked the way the guys in
episode 3 worked together. Overall it was fun, and you can even play the prototypes that they worked on.

If you have an interest in indie game development and want to kill some time, then give this a watch.
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TL;DR : Thing Steam boots up is kind of broken, might have to rummage around in the files but overall it\u2019s a fun 5-part
documentary with an interesting concept that shows how developers work together and bounce around ideas.. The tutorial hits
you with a lot of information to learn all at once. I feel that if you got the chance to learn one thing, try it out, learn the next, try
it out, it would have been an easier way to learn. Still for the detailed oriented player, this may well be the right game for them.

See gameplay at https://youtu.be/ysR-nvlytcQ. Steampunk, relatively simple puzzles, compelling story and awesome save game
organization. Your playthroughs are automatically separately saved as well as each checkpoint with separate loading points. It's a
fun game, the only thing that annoys me personally are the boss battles. If you die, you gotta do it all over again and it can get
tedious as you have to do the same thing over and over.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mpEm0RXXI4. I Love the Hell Creek Formation and the choice you have on what
dinosaur you have to live as and grow in a world that you have to avoid the eat or be eaten. The Design of the land and creature
is very good. I like it when you get into a battle or flee from a battle the music changes.

I feel the game still has a long way before its done but I very much recommend the game for the video game side and the
paleontology aspects.

5\/10 Controls

6\/10- Graphic's

7\/10 -Over All

I really want to see this game make it out of Early Access, So I wish the best to this and well see in the end.
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Game puzzle with nice music and hentai images can be improved but good for the price is good in general.. It's not much, but
it's a fun little game for what it is. Will keep you busy for 2 hours if you're into it.

Warning: Lots of button mashing and infuriating hit-stun.. I have no words for this game. Earthlings' words are unfit to describe
this.. Very good, i recommend that you buy it. it takes a while to complete i completed is it 4 hours. but it it is not a fast paced
game and if you have patience then it is a really good game for you.

This game is AWESOME!. Great Graphics

Turn Based

AI does NOT CHEAT

Shooting is NOT "Auto aim" You must adjust your aim with multiple shots just like in Real War.

SKIRMISHES

BUY THIS GAME. It's alright if you're interested in practicing your touch typing skills,
should probably be cheaper tho.. A little quick to beat for Overcooked veterans, but this is a fantastice game, well worth the
very low asking price! I'd love to see more DLC and perhaps some polishing (Why cant I hold a plate of food and a drink? 2
plates of food? Hello?) but as is it's still well worth a buy!

Support small devs!. great for lossless fullhd records
easy to use
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